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Enjoy Fall break – Mr. Harris and Ms. Maria  

Language Arts 

In grammar, we introduced the concept of ABC order and reviewed the consonant digraphs: th, sh, ch, wh, ph. We 

also had a chance to review our blends: sk, sp, cr, cl, pl etc.  

In reading, we learned that good readers always visualize. We read a series of poems about “a king bear”, “a baboon 
with an umbrella”, “a poor dog” and “a green giant” Then, we made mental images and we created our own 
illustrations based on them! Furthermore, the kids reached our goal of 15min reading with stamina! We are so 
proud of them!  

In writing we focused on spelling and writing in complete sentences. We had our first online spelling test, we 
practiced sight words, and I am excited to see 1st graders compose proper sentences!  

 

 
Math 

We moved on to our new unit: Subtraction. 

We explored the concept of subtracting 

numbers and we worked on word 

problems too. Fluency in addition and 

subtraction facts is a large focus in first 

grade, as it sets the foundation for other 

skills learned later in first grade and in 

higher grades.  

Parent note: During distance learning, 

please do not correct your child’s work or 

keep corrections to a minimum. It is 

important that the teachers are aware of 

your child’s capabilities.  

Social Studies & Science 
 

Is a camel a mammal? In science, we are fascinated to explore 

the amazing world of animals. We talked about mammals and 

their characteristics and we started designing our “Book of 

animal groups” by adding the first chapter: Mammals. We had 

to put that on pause due to school closure but we hope to 

continue when we are back. We are learning all about fish now! 

I am excited to see 1st graders using scientific vocabulary to 

describe animals!  

 

What else…? 
 ICT: Keyboarding without tears (KWT) is the new program 

we will start using after the Fall break. We will be practicing 
our typing skills during ICT time every Friday. KWT dives into 
1st Grade lessons with game-based tools for finger dexterity, 
finger key association and typing letters and words.  
 

 GYM: If the COVID19 restrictions remain the same, we will 
have to continue with outdoor gym. Kids need to have 
comfortable warm clothes, gym shoes and a water bottle. 

 

Coming up! 

 October 26th- 30th: NO SCHOOL  
 November 2nd: Halloween Day – dress 

– Halloween activities! 
 1st grade photo link:  

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/fol
ders/1qP2vDs9c-

OCCzmFYJgSxTN4eg_JcrFRx  

 

 

Dear parents, thank you for your flexibility, patience and amazing home teaching skills during school 
closure. Distance learning would not be successful without your endless efforts. Your support and positive 
vibes make us better teachers.   
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